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INTRODUCTION
ECITB commissioned Think Up to investigate how a new set of
energy-themed teaching resources could be designed that would
help to raise the profile of the engineering construction industry
among thirteen to sixteen-year-olds.
We started by researching how energy is currently taught in
schools, what support materials teachers already find useful
and what resources they would like to see.
From this research and our experience of creating learning
resources we have written the following set of design requirements
for a set of energy-themed teaching resources that would both meet
the aims of the project and the needs of teachers.
Our recommendations are that the new teaching resources should:
•

Make an impact – word-of-mouth seems to be one of the
best ways of disseminating new teaching resources.

•

Relate the science to real-life and to application in careers –
teachers tell us this is one of the easiest ways to get students
engaged in difficult topics.

•

Be suitable for a wide range of audiences in order to
maximize use.

•

Allow teachers to introduce students to new topics and
get them quickly engaged.

•

Be easy to deploy (requiring no special software or training).

•

Be flexible to use and easy for teachers to slot into existing
plans of work.

•

Give users access to more structured activities if that is what
they are looking for.

•

Be easy to find online (many teachers look for resources
by searching for keywords).

•

Exist in a framework that is easy to adapt and add to.

•

Be presented in a high-quality visual format that will capture
the attention of modern learners.

Based on these recommendations we have developed
proposals for a new set energy-themed materials, outlined
over the following pages.
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INTRODUCING THE POWER
STATION
The Power Station is the working title for a
proposed set of energy-themed teaching
materials for learners aged thirteen to
sixteen.
The idea behind The Power Station is to
create a set of online support materials that
provide a general introduction to the theme
of energy for a wide range of audiences, but
that also allows audiences to drill down into
more depth according to their needs. The
Power Station would be a flexible framework
that allows more resources to be added
over time.
The Power Station would be divided into
two distinct sections: a resource bank that
presents key information about energy;
and an activity bank designed for a range
of different audiences that draw on the
resource bank.

The Power Station Resource Bank
The materials in the Resource Bank will
be grouped around three themes: energy
generation, energy transmission and energy
use. We have chosen these energy-related
themes because they are common to all
the relevant curricula and they have a direct
link to engineering construction. The key
resource topics under these headings are
listed below:
Energy generation
– Conventional energy generation systems
(coal, oil, gas, nuclear)
– Renewable energy generation systems
(wind, solar, hydro, geo-thermal)
– Fuel extraction (oil and gas fields)
Energy transmission
– National Grid – use and infrastructure
– Transformers – Step up and step down
Energy in use
– Energy use in the home
– Energy use in industry
For each of these topics, the resource
bank will contain useful diagrams, eyecatching photographs and key information
to help teachers illustrate key points, and
to help make the link between science, its
application in engineering, and the people
who work in the sector. Teachers have told
us that they need a way to get students
interested in new topics, and this is what
these resources are primarily intended
to do.

We propose to anchor the resources around
a number of feature pages. Each of these
pages would:

We propose to create an initial set of feature
pages to cover the following topics:
•

National Grid

•

•

Nuclear power stations

•

Coal-fired power stations

•

Gas-fired power stations

•

Hydroelectric power

•

Off-shore wind

•

Solar power

•

Geo-thermal power

•

Oil extraction

•

Energy in use – in the home

•

Energy in use – powering the London
Underground

Be suited to providing a quick eyecatching introduction to a series of
energy-related themes.

•

Be linked with associated learning
activities for different audiences.

•

Incorporate additional information or
links to pages with further information
that teachers may find helpful when
teaching core principles.

•

Designed to be projected at the front
of the class, downloaded for use off-line,
or used on a personal display

•

Be used by teachers or learners.

•

Be created to be attention-grabbing for
teachers, so that they recommend these
resources to their colleagues by wordof-mouth, and so that they are findable
through Internet searches.

Over the following pages we illustrate how a
feature page could look and feel – and how
it links to other resources.

Just as the topics within the theme of
energy are interrelated, these feature pages
would be interlinked, to allow users to
follow a range of routes through the feature
resources. This approach also allows users to
have multiple entry points into the material.
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EXAMPLE FEATURE PAGE
NATIONAL GRID MAP
•

•

•

•

The National Grid Map will be one of the
feature pages in the Resource Bank of
the ‘Power Station’ suite.

National Grid Map

Control Panel

Feature pages are able to display a wide
range of information, and link to other
resources and activities. They do this
by using a combination of background
layers and data layers. An extra exciting
dimension is brought to the experience
by adding real-time information to some
of the data layers.
A range of data layers can then be
turned on or off to show the information
that the teacher or learner needs to carry
out a particular activity.
Turning on the grid layer would reveal
the major power stations in the UK
and the route of the National Grid.
Using a real-time data feed from the
National Grid, these icons would light
up depending on which power stations
are in use at that time and how much
demand there is on the grid.

Nuclear Power
Wind Power
Offshore
Wind Power
Hydra Power
Coal
•

Glasgow

•

Edinburgh

Oil
Gas
Biomass

National Grid Filters
•

•

Liverpool

•

Leeds

Manchestor

•

Sheffield

Filter 1

Filter 2

Filter 4

Filter 5

Sub category 1

Filter 3
Filter 6
Category 1

Sub category 2

•

•

•

Bristol

Leicester

Birmingham

•

London

My Folder
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National Grid Map

National Grid Map

Control Panel

Torness Power Station
Dunbar, East Lothian

Nuclear Power

Nuclear Power

Wind Power

Wind Power

Offshore
Wind Power

Offshore
Wind Power

Hydra Power

Hydra Power

Coal

Coal

Oil

Oil

Gas

Gas

Biomass

Biomass

National Grid Filters
Filter 1

Filter 2

Filter 4

Filter 5

Sub category 1

National Grid Filters

Filter 3

Filter 1

Filter 2

Filter 6

Filter 4

Filter 5

Category 1

Sub category 1

Sub category 2

•

Clicking on a particular power station
would reveal a navigation pane that
gives the name of the power station,
links to other feature pages or resources
related to that power station, links to
appropriate careers information, and
links to relevant activities.
Additional layers can be added to
present other important information.
For example a careers layer would pinpoint pop-up boxes that describe careers
related to particular jobs on the grid, and
would link into the ECITB’s careers portal.

Filter 3
Filter 6
Category 1

Sub category 2

My Folder

•

Control Panel

+12

•

An energy transfer layer would present
information about what types of energy
are in use, and what the efficiency of
each transfer stage is – this is a key
topic within the theme of energy.

•

Additional layers could be added over
time as required.

My Folder

•

For the National Grid Map users can
choose between two backgrounds:
either a daytime map of the UK based
on Google Earth; or a nighttime satellite
view of the UK showing light blooms
from where energy is used.

•

All resources in the resource bank are
available for download and offline use.
Users can click the My Folder button to
take a snapshot of the page displaying
the specific data layers that they want
and download these resources for later
use, or for embedding in their own
presentations.
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EXAMPLE FEATURE PAGE
NUCLEAR POWER STATION
•

This would be another feature page
within the Resource Bank of The Power
Station suite.

•

Users may have found it by searching for
nuclear power station learning resources
online; alternatively they may have
clicked on a nuclear power station on
the National Grid Map which would
have led them to this page.

•

Here there are two background layers:
a high quality image of a power station
from the outside; and a diagram of the
inside – again, both diagrams can be
explored using the zoom and navigation
functions on the page.

•

Users would be able to ‘look behind’ the
image to reveal a diagram of how the
power station works.

Careers

Understanding Nuclear Power
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Aliquam
venenatis varius quam, nec convallis nulla lobortis vel. Donec porttitor
vestibulum iaculis. Ut hendrerit euismod metus pretium elementum.
Donec molestie erat vitae justo aliquam faucibus. Vivamus vitae velit eget
libero malesuada condimentum. Nam velit erat, pulvinar at malesuada sit
amet, pretium vel nulla. Mauris dolor justo, dictum ac lacinia non, placerat
in eros. Etiam dapibus tincidunt nulla, quis bibendum dui pharetra a.
Suspendisse condimentum, justo non malesuada condimentum, neque
neque egestas lectus, et varius ipsum orci et tortor. In sapien ipsum,
ornare sed rutrum a, mollis vel eros.

My Folder
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Careers

Careers

Inside a Nuclear Power Station

Inside a Nuclear Power Station

7

6
1
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Aliquam
venenatis varius quam, nec convallis nulla lobortis vel. Donec porttitor
vestibulum iaculis. Ut hendrerit euismod metus pretium elementum.
Donec molestie erat vitae justo aliquam faucibus. Vivamus vitae velit eget
libero malesuada condimentum. Nam velit erat, pulvinar at malesuada sit
amet, pretium vel nulla. Mauris dolor justo, dictum ac lacinia non, placerat
in eros. Etiam dapibus tincidunt nulla, quis bibendum dui pharetra a.
Suspendisse condimentum, justo non malesuada condimentum, neque
neque egestas lectus, et varius ipsum orci et tortor. In sapien ipsum,
ornare sed rutrum a, mollis vel eros.

5
2

1
3

2

4

3
4
5
6
7

+ 15 User Comments

•

One data layer would simply be a set
of labels for the different parts of the
nuclear reactor.

•

Users would be able to view a
construction sequence slideshow relating
stages in the construction to the science
of the power station and the people who
are responsible for building it.

Reactor pressure vessel
Fine-motion control rod drives
Reactor internal pumps
Lower drywall flooder
Reinforced concrete containment vessel
Advance control room
Turbine-generator

My Folder

•

+12

An energy transfer data layer could say
what form the energy is in at different
locations in the diagram, and provide
information about the efficiency of each
transfer step – information on which
classroom activities can be based.

+12

Add to My Folder

+ 15 User Comments

My Folder

•

+12

A people data layer provides information
about the people doing different jobs
within the power station. Clicking on
icons within the data layer causes
information boxes to pop up, which,
again, link to other resources and
relevant activities.
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ACTIVITY SET
Parallel to the resource set would be a bank
of activities that structure learning using
the resource set and external resources.
Activities in this resource bank would:
•

•

KS3

Be designed for a range of levels –
KS3, KS4 Science, BTEC Science,
Introduction to Energy

•

Be tagged according to – level, topic,
time to complete, context.

•

Accessible through a search page on
the resource bank, or directly from
relevant pages in the resource bank.

•

Link to particular parts of the resource
set using the tags.

•

Be developed over time according to
which audience is prioritized and in
response to user feedback.

•

Emphasise the link between science
and careers.

•

Be developed over time in response
to teacher feedback.

•

Be created by multiple authors
according to a set of basic criteria.

BTEC Science

Introduction to Energy

Class room introductory activities

Whole-class activities

Project activities

After-school activities

Homework

Activity Listing
Offshore Wind Power

Be designed for a range of delivery
contexts – class room introductory
activities, whole-class activities,
homework, after-school activities,
project activities.

KS4 Science

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Aliquam venenatis varius
quam, nec convallis nulla lobortis vel. Donec porttitor vestibulum iaculis. Ut
hendrerit euismod metus pretium elementum. Donec molestie erat vitae justo
aliquam faucibus.

My Folder

Search

Media

Users

+ 15 User Comments

Vivamus vitae velit eget libero malesuada condimentum. Nam velit erat, pulvinar
at malesuada sit amet, pretium vel nulla.

+ 2 User Comments

Mauris dolor justo, dictum ac lacinia non, placerat in eros. Etiam dapibus
tincidunt nulla, quis bibendum dui pharetra a.

+ 2 User Comments

Suspendisse condimentum, justo non malesuada condimentum, neque neque
egestas lectus, et varius ipsum orci et tortor.
In sapien ipsum, ornare sed rutrum a, mollis vel erosed sagittis cursus
scelerisque. Donec at est libero, eu varius diam. Maecenas ultricies ultricies nibh,
vestibulum consectetur diam aliquet ultrices. Maecenas eget arcu neque, non
aliquet nisi. Ut vel libero et urna vulputate ultricies. In pulvinar lectus ligula.
Morbi leo magna, adipiscing sit amet vehicula eu, dictum eu nulla. Sed et lectus
id ante tincidunt feugiat sed id ipsum.
Suspendisse diam orci, pulvinar vitae adipiscing nec, porttitor id sapien. Nullam
fermentum, dolor at faucibus lobortis, mi libero posuere mi, eu ultrices libero
justo in nibh. Integer eget dui blandit lacus malesuada rhoncus. Nulla ac turpis
facilisis ligula porttitor fermentum.
In molestie tristique tincidunt. Donec et nibh eu ante rutrum scelerisque ut a
turpis. Duis porta, libero vel luctus malesuada, sapien nulla facilisis nulla, at
egestas libero nisi et quam.

Hydra Power

Ut commodo, urna ut adipiscing convallis, nisl sapien dictum enim, eu adipiscing
ipsum urna vitae ipsum. Ut quam tellus, mattis sed consectetur non, fermentum
vel justo. Donec tincidunt enim in sem placerat luctus. Nullam feugiat interdum
turpis, vitae aliquam sem dignissim in. Duis id neque sit amet augue imperdiet
scelerisque. Donec massa dui, cursus et consequat sit amet, tincidunt vel ipsum.
Duis dapibus pulvinar posuere. Fusce ullamcorper condimentum nisl, in pharetra
diam auctor in.

+12

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit.
——————————————————————————
Aliquam venenatis varius quam, nec
convallis nulla lobortis vel.
——————————————————————————
Donec porttitor vestibulum iaculis.
——————————————————————————
Ut hendrerit euismod metus pretium
elementum. Donec molestie erat vitae justo
aliquam faucibus. Vivamus vitae velit eget
libero malesuada
——————————————————————————
Nam velit erat, pulvinar at malesuada sit
amet, pretium vel nulla.
——————————————————————————
Mauris dolor justo, dictum ac lacinia non,
placerat in eros. Etiam dapibus tincidunt
nulla, quis bibendum dui pharetra a
Suspendisse condimentum
——————————————————————————
justo non malesuada condimentum, neque
neque egestas lectus, et varius ipsum orci
+3 et tortor. In sapien ipsum, ornare sed
rutrum a, mollis vel eros.

+ 23 User Comments

+ 10 User Comments

+ 2 User Comments

+ 4 User Comments

+ 8 User Comments

Proin bibendum tortor id augue consectetur laoreet rutrum mi tempor. Ut at
tristique eros. Duis convallis aliquam felis a semper.
Pellentesque condimentum euismod iaculis. Maecenas quis mi ante, ac
accumsan ipsum. Donec aliquet commodo turpis, elementum pellentesque leo
posuere at. Vestibulum lobortis nunc nec orci ultricies nec euismod ipsum
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ACTIVITY BANK
On the right are a few suggestions for the
kinds of activity that could be created for
the activity bank.

Operating the grid
Class group activity or after school
activity
1 hour
Students take on the role of a grid manager
who must decide which power stations
to bring online in different circumstances.
Students use information from national
grid feature page and also additional
information supplied in the activity pack.

Design competition – electricity pylon
After school or project
2 hours
One of the criticisms of transmission
towers is that they are ugly. In this activity
your brief is to come with you own design
for a transmission tower.

Order the photographs
Class activity
½ hour
Order this set of jumbled photographs to
tell the story of electricity generation from
oil under the sea to plugging in your kettle.
Extension activity: describe the main
pieces of equipment in each photograph
and say what they do.

Explore local energy infrastructure
After school or project
1 hour
Use the national grid feature page to
explore energy infrastructure in your area.
What’s the nearest power station? What’s
the landscape around it like? How does
fuel arrive? How does electricity leave?
Who runs it?

Energy generation debate
1 hour homework + 1 hour workshop
In class or afterschool club.
Students use the information in the pros
and cons data layers of the different power
station feature pages to prepare for a
debate on the merits of different types
of energy generation.

Extension activities: identify and
photograph local energy infrastructure
– e.g. transmission towers, sub-stations.
Could you do without them?

Energy efficiency activity
Class activity
½ hour
Students are given a sheet of squared
paper that represents all the potential
energy in a particular energy source.
Using information from the relevant feature
pages in the resource bank, students find
out the proportion of energy wasted with
each energy transfer step, from generation,
through transmission, to use.

Construction career role-play
1 hour homework + 1 hour class activity
Students choose one of the job roles
featured on The Power Station and
research that job in more depth for a
class presentation, in which they must be
able to talk about what role that individual
plays in the generation of electricity, what
science knowledge they might need, and
how they would go about getting the
training they need for that job.
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USER EXPERIENCES
The following examples illustrate different
user experiences of the Power Station
learning materials.

Scenario One
A teacher wants to find an interesting
way to introduce the theme of the
National Grid. The teacher searches
Google for ‘National Grid Map’.
Teacher finds national grid feature map
fifteen minutes before class and sees that
it can be easily projected onto a screen.
Teacher starts class by showing the grid in
action, showing how it links power stations
to cities, and encourages students to make
the connection between the transmission
towers they have seen in the countryside
and the power they use in their homes.

Scenario Two
A teacher would like to run a classroom
activity about the different ways of
generating electricity. Their colleague
has recommended The Power Station
as a good place to go to get teaching
resources. On the site they explore the
resources, selecting useful diagrams and
images they find and adding them to
their online folder as they go. They then
download the selected images and paste
them into a PowerPoint presentation
that they will use in their lesson.

Scenario Three
A teacher is preparing plans of work for
their following year of teaching. They have
several lessons to prepare on the theme
of energy. They visit The Power Station site,
go to the Activities Bank and use the filters
to search for suggested activities. The filter
terms they use are Key Stage 3, classroom,
and 1 hour. They review the activity
suggestions that come up and write
these activities into their plans of work.

Scenario Four
A teacher is browsing the resource bank on
The Power Station site and has the idea of
running an after school activity science club
around the theme of energy. They see that
the offshore wind farm feature page has
some interesting material on it and they
click on the tab to see what activities are
related to this theme. They are taken to
the activity bank where the filter search
results come up for offshore wind farmrelated activities.
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